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As an important resource for eco-criticism, the core f eco-theology's criticism is on 
the logic of capital, which has been revealed, explained and criticized by Marx, and is 
considered by eco-theologist as a representation of the logic of sin, while they think 
that the issues on eco-environment is the typical consequences caused by the logic of 
capital and must be solved with it as a package arrangements. 
Based on the understanding of eco-relationship from the angle of eco-philosophy, 
eco-theology holds that creation is the expansion of ec -relation. It also holds that the 
created should have regarded the Creator as the Lord and lived in His hand, enjoying 
the eco-relation of being together. However, humans refused to accept their nature of 
being created, thus, leaving God and becoming self-dependent. Moreover, they even 
grabbed God's sovereignty and became the lord of nature. Therefore, eco-niche 
(identity standard), and the eco-relation among humans, God and nature were both 
damaged. What's worse, humans bound by sin degenerat d to interest chasers, taking 
money or some other visible and invisible idols as their lord and being enslaved. All 
that he once owned accordingly descended to objects out of hand. When God didn’t 
care about the world, money was made into capital, the merciless governor of the 
earth that controlled both the invisible hand and the visible hand, through the 
accumulation of sin and wealth. What humans believed controllable turned out to be 
the subordination of the operation of the logic of capital: the depriving of 
eco-environment became the consequence and condition for the operation of the 
capital of logic. Logicalized by capital, science and technology became a new religion, 
pushing humans into the abyss of alienation. The religiousness of the society and the 
idolization of the church caused by the capital of logic badly affected the eco-relation 
of the society and the relation between the church and God, intensifying the world’s 
falling into eschatology. But once humans turn to God in repentance, never regarding 
interests as their lord, but accepting “the death and resurrection of Christ on the cross” 
to break the logic of sin and repairing the eco-relation among humans, God, and 
nature as being together, therefore, making the created world back to be in hand, then 
there will be little room for the logic of capital. Science and technology, and 
eco-environment will also be released. Of course, besides the “work of holy spirit” not 
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issues on the logic of capital and eco-environment also include the inner update of life 
such as eco-ethics, eco-justice and eco-devotions, and the overall external life such as 
the “not self-seeking” eco-economics, the eco-politics “in the flag of love” and the 
eco-life “friendly with God and nature” as well. 
These discussions are not only theoretically self-consistent and practically possible in 
eco-theology, but also paid attention to in philosophy because of public values. The 
statements such as reserving both similarities and differences, and pulling together in 
times of trouble, are worth being referred to in the premise that our nation insists on 
Marxism as the leading ideology. But the limits on both theory and practice are quite 
obvious. Even though they absorb the Marxist nutrien , it's quite difficult for them to 
surpass Marx's criticism on the logic of capital. And it's more necessary for their 
practice appeal to join hand with the Marxist eco-practice to help promote the global 
eco-civilization. Only in this way can we build a home in hand and therefore realize 
the poetic dwelling. 
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